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Dear Readers,

It is my privilege to bring to you the latest edition of our
newsletter! As we stay connected through the pages of this
publication, it is my prayer that this edition uplifts and inspires you
as we continue to walk in the light of grace and fellowship.

This issue is dedicated to every mother out there!!
 
So, we got talking with one of the female icons amongst us and
she shared her stories which we hope will serve as a source of
inspiration to you. We are also excited to present a range of
articles that not only celebrate our shared beliefs but also challenge
us to grow and deepen our understanding.

From teachings on how to have a successful marriage, to the poetic
renditions in honor to all mothers, every article resonates with the
vibrant life of our church family.

In closing, I extend my deepest gratitude to all who have contributed
to this edition. Your voices are the essence of our newsletter, and it
is your insights and experiences that give it life.

Let us continue to share, learn, and grow together, for it is through
these shared experiences that we truly embody the spirit of our
church.

Blessings,

Adebayo Olupona

EDITOR’S NOTE
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AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH MRS OVIE

Can we meet you, Ma?

Hi everyone! My name is
Oluwakemi Ovie-Okuro. I'm
married to Ovie Okuro, and
we've been married for 17 years
now, blessed with lovely kids
and we call them “The E Guys”. I
am a banker with 20 years of
banking experience and it’s
been awesome. You know
doing what you love doing and I
bless God for that.

My Background
I was born into a Muslim family
and I got converted in my final
year in the higher institution
and that was in April 2002. I
gave my life to Christ back then
and that has shaped me.
Meeting with Christ in 2002 is a
decision I knew I wouldn’t have
taken alone. It has shaped me
to have a body full of light. I can
stand up to say no to certain
things that have probably been
going on around me, it has
helped me to have a mouth
where I feel I don’t have a say,
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it has helped me to have
boldness and confidence as
a woman and see that I can’t
be talked down or shut
down. So meeting Christ has
taken me many steps above
where I would have been if I
had not met Him. It’s been
an awesome journey
meeting Jesus and I bless
God for that. Thank you!



1. Never join the wagon of
those who say they will
come back to meet God;
you might never return to
see Him. So, Start that
journey with God, don’t
leave God behind.

2. Note your Vision. Write it
down and understand
what you want out of life.
i.e., Hab 2:2 (AMP) “Write
the vision and engrave it
plainly on [clay] tablets So
that the one who reads it
will run.” Your vision must
be clear and plain to you.
Your vision is where you are
headed, and what the
future looks like. It is what
pushes or propels you into
a DOING through a mission.
Vision keeps you focused
and paints a picture of
success.

3. Believe in yourself - if you
fail to believe in yourself, no
one else will. Do not
underestimate your
capabilities. 

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

What are some important
things that any young person
who wants to succeed should
take note of in their journey?

Success is a concept that's
different for every person. i.e.
individual based. For some,
success is having a great career,
another might be to make
someone happy, and another
might be to have a good
marriage or a family or ministry.
Success is something everyone
strives to achieve. One similar
thing with all these spheres or
sides to success is called
“RESULT”. The result is what
speaks of what just happened.
That is what underscores or
justifies the much-talked-about
success. 

So, in the journey to success,
there are a few things any
young person aiming to be
successful should note. These
few things have shaped and
helped in my walk and work in
life even though I am still
learning through the ropes to
the topmost of success.
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 JUST TAKE THAT STEP
COMMITTEDLY.

6. Educate yourself, commit
to learning, be willing to
research.
 
7. Celebrate your little wins
and big achievements. Pat
yourself for those little
milestones that will match
up to the big pictures.

8. Innovate and challenge
the status quo. – don’t be
stereotypic in your ways of
doing things. Be creative,
find better ways of doing
things, add value. Don’t be
mediocre. 

9. Learn from experts, have
coaches to teach you. -
study the lives of other
successful people in the
realm you are striving to
achieve success. 

10. Master how to say No.
Our culture undervalues
the importance of saying-

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

4. Value-tag your vision- you
must have guiding principles
for your life. This will help shape
you as you journey into the
world of success or otherwise.
Note that as a mirror reflects
the image, so you are a
reflection of your value and a
vision without value is like a
destiny without discipline 

5. Be committed and take
actionable steps towards the
actualization of your vision.

There are two types of people
in the world: 
a. Those who wish and
yearn/desire.
b. Those who wish, commit,
and achieve.

The difference between these
two people is COMMITMENT.
Your level of commitment to
your goal or vision, will
determine your level of success. 

There are two types of people
in the world. 
So do it afraid, do it believing,
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My relationship with God
has so many impacts on my
life. Like I said earlier on, I
was born into a Muslim
family, so I was confused. I
was more like somebody
who had no love or was
shown love by someone. So,
my relationship with Christ
had a love impact on me, 
It has had a compassionate
impact on me. It has made
me have an absolute
dependency on him for any
time that I need help. It has
impacted my life to be
satisfied with him. It has
impacted my life to be
content with what I have at
the time.

It has impacted my life to
be peaceful wherever I find
myself and to have rest in
situations no matter how
uproar such situations may
be. So, it impacted me so
much that I have love, that
has propelled me to do so
many things that I know
can only be by the hand of
God, by the connection-

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

‘NO’. It can be uncomfortable. If
you listen to interviews with
successful people, you’ll
probably hear them talk about
turning down great
opportunities they knew
weren’t right for them. Learning
how to say no is an essential
key to success in life. Successful
people do say no. Saying no
means knowing yourself, and
your boundaries, and being
able to determine what is
worth your time and energy.
Saying no to the wrong thing
leaves space to say yes to the
right thing. It leaves room for
the right opportunity.

11. Investing in relationships,
and networking with like-
minds– this is quite valuable.
People are made to be
connected to a community.
The benefits of being in a safe
and encouraging community
go beyond success in any one
area of life.

 How has your relationship
with God impacted your life?
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needs to make their
educationcome to fruition.
So, it all birthed out of
these because growing up
as a child, getting a good
education wasn't that
smooth, it wasn't palatable
for me and my siblings.
Having a deep relationship
with him has birthed all of
this because until He shows
you what He is taking you
out of, until He shows you
what is out before you, you
won't really be able to run.

Seeing all these things that
I have seen, seeing Him
pictured before me and
these are all seen on the
platform of having a
relationship with God.

It has birthed so many
things around me that I
can't quantify and this has
really taken so many
people out of the streets
and made so many
children go back to school,
have education. So, I can
say my relationship with
God has taken me farther 
 

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

that I have with him which is
one of the reasons why we have
Estery conceived and birthed.

Estery Life Connect is a
foundation that God is running.
It was conceived and birthed
on the platform of relationship,
on the platform of love shown
by God to me, it was birthed on
the platform of grace, it was
birthed on the platform of God
given to me. Estery Life
Connect Foundation was
birthed with the vision to see to
the saving of women in odd
jobs, skilling them,
empowering them with skills
that they thought they
wouldn't be able to achieve,
making them believe they can
have anything they want to
have by doing something
valuable, with their heads and
their minds and their brains
rather than selling themselves.

It was born on the relationship
with Christ. Estery Life Connect
also seeks after children who
are in environments that feel
children shouldn't go to school
or children shouldn't have basic 
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husband is going to be late
or when somethings are
tasky or going to be a
challenge (kind of) and it
might one way other affect
one thing that had been
planned. So,
communicating with one
another has really helped
to really maneuver things
and to respect each other if
I can say it that way.

One thing that has also
helped us is prioritizing my
task and responsibilities, so
what I do most time is to
ensure that I base my task
in order of importance and
according to their
deadlines so that way,
whether in the home front
or at the office, if my task is
well outlined and
prioritized each one in the
different blocks of where
they're supposed to be
things runs smoothly.
Another thing that I do is
delegation, I do lots and
lots of delegations. As a-

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

than I thought my own
personal self can carry.
Thank you.

How have you been able to
balance all your
responsibilities?

Wow! This is quite a question.
Okay, as a banker balancing my
work and family- yes it can be
challenging and doubting but
it's doable, even my 17 years of
marriage and 20 years of being
in the career i am is one thing I
think one really needs to
balance so that- you know
without balance, without
finding balance in the marriage
and the career one might likely
be left feeling overwhelmed or
feeling overworked or
underappreciated so with this
in mind I think for me what I
have or what we've been able
to do that has really worked for
us number is communication;
communication has really
helped us a great deal,
communicating clearly; when
I'm going to be late or when my 
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some things done, pay to
get the house cleaned up,
pay to get so many things.
Maybe you want to get a
babysitter for the children
when you're not going to
be around and maybe
they've not started school,
so paying for some things
that can be paid for also is
another thing that has
helped me in balancing
things.

And lastly, we have family
time set out so that can't be
joked with, I don't joke with
my family time. My family
time is 100% core so it can't
be joked with. So, this really
has helped me in balancing
things within the sphere of
my marriage and within
the sphere of career so far.
Thank you!
 
What are your thoughts on
soul winning and how can
we as a child of God
become more engaged in
the vineyard of God?

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

career woman there are so
many things that home fronts
are calling for and if we're also
looking for growth in the career
also there are so many things
that'll also be calling for your
attention so the place of
delegation cannot be
overlooked, so I delegate quite
a lot. For me delegation has
helped me in balancing my
responsibilities in the two
fields.
 
Additionally, I plan ahead. I
don't like crash working so my
work is planned ahead; what I
want to do within the week I
already have them planned out
and so that it doesn't affect my
home front in any way. And
also, I hire! I pay for some things
to be done. If you want or have
a thorough work life balance
that is not going to be affecting
your home you have to pay for
some things. I hire, I can't do
everything and I'm not given to
probably having house help,
I've never used them before. So
what I do is I pay, I pay to get 
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and said “were you calling?”
he said no. I went back to
where I was standing and I
still heard this voice 3 times
"get down to winners I
want to talk to you" this
was April 2002 and I know
that somebody must have
been praying for me, who
that was I don't know and
that was how I became a
Christian. I looked for a
Winners Church around me
back then, I gave my life to
Christ and you know, the
rest is history. My life has
never been the same. So
the same thing is expected
of me having been saved,
the same thing is expected
of me to go out there and
get another person that is
in the dungeon to bring
them out.
 
The Bible says I am the way
the truth and the life no
man come to me except
through me, no man sees
the father except through
me so no man comes to
father except through Jesus 

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

  I will say that soul winning is
core for any child of God, after
salvation is salvation, after your
life is won by Christ or taken
over by Christ, I think the next
thing is for you is also to go out
there and tell somebody about
what Christ has done for you.

I started in my background
saying that I was born into a
Muslim family, getting into this
kingdom is the pure hand work
of God as prayed by someone. I
don't know who the person is,
but I know that somebody
prayed for me to be a Winner.
In the month of April 2002
while i was in my final year,
haven prayed as a Muslim the
previous night, haven prayed as
a Muslim the Sunday morning
and standing alone just outside
the house, I heard a voice just
like somebody standing beside
me saying that "my daughter
get down to Winners I want to
talk with you". I looked around.
I didn't really see anybody to
talk to me and the closest
person to me was far away. I
had to walk down to the guy 
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into my heart to do pictorial
evangelism. I'm not too
much into graphics even
though we use some of it at
work, but it won't be as
much as what will be
needed so what will I need
to do? I called one of the
brothers in the church who I
know is into it and voila! they
started calling on one person
and the other pulling strings
and putting heads together
trying to see how lives can
be saved, how suicidal
thoughts can be taken away
from the minds of people,
and how they can be driven
into the vineyard of God. So
whatever thing that you
have at your disposal is an
instrument God has laid into
your hand at that particular
time to be used to bring
souls into the vineyard. 
 So, we must engage in the
best way we can, prayerfully
even if it is 30 minutes like
we've been through, 30
minutes, 10 minutes,

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

and I am a representative of
him here, you are a
representative of him, every
child of God is a representative
of Christ that is centered here
as an ambassador to tell
another person about Christ.
So, it's a core assignment, this
move now is as ordained by
Christ, the soul-winning move
is ending time call, so it is to the
benefit of everyone to dive in
and run into the call. So as a
child of God, anything and
everything that you have must
be used in engaging this drive
whether your idea, your
creativity, your money, or
anything that you have that
you know can bring in souls to
use them. Your social media
space is an avenue, use it to win
souls for Christ. Your money,
use it to win souls for Christ,
anything that you have that
can bring souls into Christ is
expected of us to be used to
bring in people into the
vineyard.

As I said, using our social media
space, we can partner with
people. Lately God laid 
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appreciate the members of
the media team of Living
Faith Church Ikorodu for
this opportunity that was
given to me so far.

In closing, I will say, that in
anything you do make an
impact, wherever you find
yourself be impactful, let
your presence be felt, and
let your absence be known.
In anywhere you find
yourself make Christ
known, stand for Christ, let
there be no doubt as to
whether you’re a Christian,
and be known. Add value
and create value in what
you do, make an impact,
make your life count, and
let your coming to this
world count as much as
want us to be for him
forever.

Thank you so much!

AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW  WITH MRS OVIE continues...

anybody, list out the names of
the people that you know need
to give their life to Christ,
anoint their names, pray with
them, pray for them, send them
words. I have Muslim friends
that I send what I call “The
Word” every day- I use one of
the social media spaces to send
it across. One of my Muslim
friends would tell me "Kemi
stop sending me this'' I said,
well you'll have to remove me
from your friend fold because
I'm sending it out as a
broadcast. So, anything that
you have at your disposal, use it
to evangelize, use it to call
people in. You might think it's
not sinking. It is not one day
that it will happen, say it today,
say it tomorrow, say it next
time, say it another time before
you know everything that you
do that is being sown as seed
will turn into a harvest one day.
Thank you!

Closing thoughts?

I want to appreciate the 
leadership, I want to
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SUCCESS IN MARRIAGE
By David & Faith Oyedepo

Marriage is the legal union of a man
and woman as husband and wife, it is
the foundation for the family because
until it is in place, there can be no
family. A family is a social group in a
society consisting of a man and a
woman and their offspring. 
Marriage is meant to be exciting. If
yours has lost its excitement, God can
impart His Joy and goodness into it
once again. He can make something
special out of your home.

My greatest heart's desire for you as
you read this book and apply the
principles therein is that your home
will come alive and become full of
Joy, laughter, and excitement, as mine
is.

The Covenant of Marriage 
1. Faith
Marriage is a covenant relationship. It
is not just the coming together of a
man and woman for procreation.
Although having children is one of the
blessings of marriage, marriage
means much more than that. Some
other people think Marriage is merely
cohabiting with someone of the
opposite sex. Again this perception is
wrong, as Marriage goes beyond that.
Marriage is a covenant. God is a God
of covenant.

All through the scriptures, we see God
in covenant relationships with
different people

2. Abraham 
God made a covenant with Abraham
in Genesis chapter 17. Although
Abraham died thousands of years ago,
the covenant God made with him
then is still in force today.
Interestingly we all are proud to be
called children of Abraham today,
even though we never met him in
person. The covenant God cut with
Abraham was sealed in blood, and
the sign was circumcision.

3. Noah
God again cut a covenant with Noah
in Genesis Chapter 8, and Noah took
off all the clean beasts and sacrificed
them, to seal up the covenant after
which God put the rainbow in the sky,
as a sign of the immutability of the
covenant.

4. Jesus Christ
God kept cutting covenant with His
people until Jesus, the only begotten
of the Father, came and enacted a
new covenant (testament) in His
blood.

What is Covenant?
A covenant is a bond. It is also a
formal sealed agreement or contract
with witnesses. God is the principal
witness, while the people present are
the cloud of witness. 
A covenant is quite different from a
promise. A promise is a declaration
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assuring that one will or will not do
something; a vow, there are no
conditions attached to it, unlike the
covenant. 

The Covenant of marriage is two-
sided. 

It is both horizontal and vertical. It is
horizontal because it is between the
man and his wife.

Both of them must understand and
obey the terms of the covenant.

The marriage covenant is also vertical
in nature because it is between God
and man(husband and wife). God’s
own side of the covenant is constant
and settled. 

God is not more faithful in one
marriage than another, He is no
respecter of person, what he does for
one, He will do for another(Acts 10:34)
The marriage covenant only comes
into force when you are legally joined
together with your wife or husband in
marriage.

And because it is a covenant, you are
expected to keep and not break it.
You are made in God’s image, and He
is faithful to His covenant, He never
breaks them.

Characteristics of the Marriage
Covenant

1. It is written: A marriage Covenant is
a formal declaration usually written
and having witnesses. There is also a
need for you to put your commitment
down in writing, by having a marriage
certificate, which makes it legally
binding.

To the woman, let me say this: if you
are married and do not have a
marriage certificate to prove that you
are legally married, make sure you get
one, as this will enable you to enter
into a proper covenant.

2. It should not be broken: The
marriage covenant should not be
broken. God is a covenant keeper, not
a covenant breaker. As His children,
therefore husband and wife should be
covenantkeepers, not covenant
breakers.

3. Exchange of gifts: Another feature
that should be in place in a marriage
is the Exchange of gifts. We see an
example of this in the covenant
between God and Abraham. God
asked Abraham for Isaac, and
Abraham did not hesitate, neither did
he bother about what Sarah was
going to say, nor our Isaac’s opinion.

He knew he was in a covenant
relationship with God and didn’t want
to break it. And because the covenant
involves the exchange of gifts, he was
willing to offer Isaac as a sacrifice to
God (Genesis 22)
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4. It has a seal: A covenant is usually
sealed with blood and has a token or
sign. Noah made a covenant with God
in Genesis 8:20 and offered burnt
offerings unto Him. God on His part
also set a bow as a token of the
covenant (Genesis 9:13)

5. It transcends Generations: Once a
man and woman get married, history
is made, and they can never change
that lineage. Generations after them
will keep connecting them with that
lineage whenever a reference is being
made about them.

Men and women in a marriage
covenant are expected to observe and
apply the above characteristics so that
their home will last and be the
heaven it was created to be.

God’s Interest In the Family: The
family unit is currently facing one of
its greatest attacks more than any
other period in history. And more than
ever before, the family needs the help
of God from the troubles, woes, and
calamities that befall it daily.

We have sought help from men-
psychiatrists, traditional and political
leaders, etc…only to find out that the
help man claims to render is grossly
inadequate.

God’s help is always available to us.
God’s help can always reach you, no
matter in what area of family life you
desire. I believe it is coming your way
right now via this book.

God’s Involvements in the family: In
the story of creation, everything God
spoke into existence, He saw. But
when it came to the issue of marriage,
He didn’t just speak it into existence,
He was practically involved in
instituting it. God’s whole intention for
instituting marriage is to take shame
away from the life of man.

God showed His interest in marriage
by personally fashioning the woman
and delivering her to her husband. 

Conclusion:
Therefore to enjoy God’s best in your
home, you must make Him the center
of your home.

You must be ready to give Him a
priority, recognizing Him as the
foundation for a successful marriage.
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THE 

OMANW BY OMOTOLA JACOB

First crafted from the original creature,
She was meant to be his helpmeet, soothing his needs
with her equally enchanting nature.
Swiftly, she carries every imagination from the depth of an
alluring brochure
Running through every pain with a consistent mission.
Because, even without a breakthrough, she is strong
enough to make it through.
Even without a see-through, she finds every way to make it
build.

Though feeble, she had been a mother to many.
Without a single guide, she carefully carried generations to
plenty.

Her wonder could be a doubt to many, 
Her wisdom will be poured in as a template to any.
Through the tears emancipating from her eyes, she paved
her way to the toughest 

...and paved her way to the strongest.

Because the roughest path created the stars she was
designed to be.
To the stars that are forever meant to shine
Cheers to the blessing of womanhood.

A blessing she has been and forever will be. 
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SIMPLE WAYS
TO RELIEVE
STRESS
By David Chidinma

Stress has become a daily lifestyle
for almost everyone today, and
sadly so. This can have very
negative consequences on one's
health. Studies have even proven
that too much stress is a major
cause of obesity and a bulging
midsection. So what do we do? Sit
at home all day to avoid being
stressed out? Definitely not. Here
are 9 simple ways to relieve stress:
 
1. SLEEP WELL.

A good sleep is often what we need
to relieve our body of its
accumulated stress. Experts
recommend 7-8 hours of sleep per
night, as this makes you fully
refreshed, makes your brain sharper
during the day, and improves your
mood, thereby making you less
prone to being stressed out.
 
2. MEDITATION.

Bringing your body and mind to a
deep rest while remaining
conscious is one very healthy
practice that can greatly alleviate
stress. Meditation requires a quiet
and peaceful atmosphere, thereby
bringing tranquility to your soul and
relieving you of stress.

3. EXERCISE REGULARLY.

It might sound ironic but putting our body
through purposeful physical stress can be
very helpful in relieving mental stress.
Studies have shown that people who do
stressful office jobs during the day and
hit the gym later in the evening tend to
feel more relaxed and relieved than
those who don't.

It could be a few minutes of jogging
around the neighborhood, a few minutes
of jumping ropes, or whatever exercise
you find suitable.
It also improves the quality of your sleep,
making you more relaxed the next day.
Moreover, the more fit you look, the more
confident you are in yourself, and the less
stressed you feel.
 
4. SMILE/LAUGH MORE OFTEN.

Ever heard the saying "Laughter is the
best medicine"? Well, it holds, especially
in this case. Laughter releases happy
enzymes that lift your mood and leave
you feeling good, relieving your mind of
any form of mental stress.

Always try to see things from a bright
perspective; find humor in things that
might not necessarily be funny; create
your happiness. It all boils down to one
thing: the happier you are, the more
productive you will be.

5. EAT HEALTHY.
Some foods, junk especially, never seem
to satisfy you. On the contrary, they
increase your cravings, spike up your
insulin and blood sugar levels, and can
lead to a variety of health problems that
leave you worried and stressed.
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Eat healthy food, particularly fruits
and vegetables, as these are very
good for one's health and would give
you fewer things to worry about.
 
6. SPEND TIME WITH YOUR LOVED
ONES.

Being around people you love and
who love and cherish you in return
can have very wonderful effects on
one's mental health. It gives you a
feeling of security and a sense of
belonging. Make time to spend with
your family and loved ones. Travel
with them, go on a picnic together,
go see a movie: this would create
happy feelings and memories and in
turn, greatly relieve you of physical
and mental stress.
 
7. LISTEN TO MUSIC.

Studies have shown that listening to
one's favorite music is very helpful
when dealing with stress. It makes the
mind relaxed and soothes the soul.
People who experience this feeling
the most are those whose choice of
music falls into the category of blues,
slow songs, and country music. But
generally, listening to your favorite
kind of music would do the magic
and help alleviate stress.

8. AROMATHERAPY.

This is the use of selected scents and
fragrances in lotions and inhalants, in
an attempt to improve one's mood
and health. Some scents have been
shown to have a mood-improving
effect on people when inhaled
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Scents like Sandalwood, rose, orange,
frankincense, and lavender can really
do wonders for one's mood and
overall mental health.
One can purchase these fragrances
in spray bottles and spray them all
over the room before going to bed,
or in the office when the feeling of
mental stress comes nagging, or even
in the car while driving.
 
9. AVOID PROCRASTINATION.

 Pushing off today's task till tomorrow
is like a one-way ticket to stress land,
if there's anything like that. Tomorrow
has its problems and trying to deal
with two day's worth of problems in
one day will stress you out.

Avoid procrastinating. Do what needs
to be done when it needs to be done.
A good way to ensure this is to make
a to-do list and follow through with it.
Alarms and reminders would also be
very helpful in helping one avoid
procrastination and stress in general.
 
As the saying goes, wisdom is the
application of the right knowledge.
Give these healthy tips a shot and
watch your stress levels greatly
reduce.

I remain your favorite fitness and
lifestyle coach (CHEE-FITNESS), and
till we meet again in another
interesting article, keep on keeping
on.



5 Reasons
Why
Encouraging
Teenagers
to Learn
Tech Skills is
Crucial

By

Emmanuel
AnuOluwatomiwa
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Imagine a teenager who can code
creating a website for a local
business in Lagos, connecting them
to a global market. That's the power
of tech skills.

Problem-Solving Abilities
Tech education fosters critical
thinking and problem-solving skills.
In a world where challenges are
diverse and complex, teenagers
with tech skills can analyze
problems and develop innovative
solutions.

In today's fast-paced world, the
importance of technology skills
cannot be overemphasized, especially
for our teenagers. Just like the
industrial age brought about the need
for mechanical skills, the information
age demands that we equip our
young ones with tech skills. Here are
five compelling reasons why
encouraging teenagers to learn tech
skills is crucial:

Empowerment for the Future
In Nigeria, as in many parts of the
world, technology is shaping the
future job landscape. From software
development to digital marketing,
tech skills are in high demand. By
learning these skills early, teenagers
set themselves up for success in a
digitally driven-economy.
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Consider a teenager in our church
developing a mobile app to address
traffic congestion issues in the city of
Lagos. This not only solves a local
problem but also showcases the impact
of tech skills in community development.

Global Connectivity
Technology breaks down geographical
barriers. With tech skills, teenagers can
collaborate with peers worldwide,
gaining exposure to diverse
perspectives and expanding their
horizons. Think of a teenager in Nigeria
participating in an online coding
competition with participants from
different countries. This experience not
only enhances their technical abilities
but, also promotes global understanding
and cooperation.

Entrepreneurial Opportunities
The digital age has democratized
entrepreneurship. Teenagers with tech
skills can create and launch their own
digital products or services, becoming
Young entrepreneurs and contributors to
economic growth.

Imagine a teenager in Ikorodu
developing a mobile game that gains
popularity globally, generating income
and fostering a spirit of innovation and
entrepreneurship.
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Adaptability and Resilience
Technology evolves rapidly, requiring
individuals to adapt and learn
continuously. By engaging in tech
education, teenagers develop
adaptability, resilience, and a growth
mindset, essential qualities for success in
today's dynamic world.

In conclusion, encouraging teenagers to
learn tech skills is not just about
preparing them for the future job market
but also equipping them with essential
life skills. Embracing the opportunities of
the information age places our
teenagers at a significant advantage,
ensuring they can contribute
meaningfully to society and achieve their
fullest potential.

I suggest you refer to previous
publications on tech skills your
teenagers can learn.



NEWS FROM YOUTH ALIVE

FELLOWSHIP IKORODU

RISING
GIANTS!!
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Even though it seems like you are never enough
Or that your chores are ever tough
When you felt like giving up
Because our endless night cries woke you up
The countless diapers you changed
Still, getting 'leave me alone!' in exchange
Remember when you tried to discipline us
And told us 'Just take a pause'
Or tried to shield our dreams
From life's cruel remarks
But upon all means
You got cruel barks back
The times we disobeyed to your commands
But never laid off our demands
The times we were emotional
You never called our feelings 'irrational'
You never expressed your pains
But work hard come sun, come rain
When we showed our rebellious layers
Your knees got tired of endless prayers

A poetic rendition in celebration of
our mothers

By Oyinloluwa Yakubu
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Sometimes we acted ungrateful
But you were never regretful
Your advices against our devices
We will forever be grateful
Forgive us for all we put you through
We love you
And adore you
We look up to you
Asking what to do
You're the best nothing less
Most important woman
To me better than ten thousand a man
With you, we're never forgotten
It's always 'my children whom I have
begotten'

Thank you mothers out here

We know you'll remain ever near

IN CELEBRATION OF OUR MOTHERS
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So teach us to number our days that we may get a heart of wisdom.
Psalm 90:12

June Birthday
Celebrants
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Emmanuel Mary But 
Napchang Genesis  
Pius Jatto   
Akinnifesi Stella Mojisola (Evangelism Squad)
Stella Akinnifesi Mgisola (Evangelism Squad)
Akinnifesi Stella Mojisola (Evangelism Squad) 
Funmi Adegoke Ayobami (CCU) 

Oduyombo Sekinat Mojisola (Technical)

Awe Olayinka Anuoluwapo (Gilead) 
Awe Anuoluwapo Olayinka (Gilead) 
Tobi Deoji Ayomide (Security) 

Solomon Blessing   
Adognon Clotilde Dede (Gilead) 

Efunkoya Mojisola   
Blessing Akokoba Osemudiamen 
Ohagim Ozioma   
Ayomide Ademola Damilaee 
Efunkoya Mojisola Funmilayo (Choir)
Olawale Daniel  (Technical)
Ogunyemi Kosoko Iyabode (Sanctuary)
Jegede Eyitope  (Hospitality)

Emmanuel Innocent   
Ajemba Chinedu  (Technical)
Ossai Abraham  (Choir)

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th
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Odugbesan Opeyemi   
Oluwakemi Liasu  (Transport) 
Ojo Adekunle Emmanuel (Pastors)
Lucky Blessing  (Sanctuary)
Oyesanwo Ouwakemi  (Transport)
Abbah Jennifer  (Follow Up)
Adedayo Femi Oyelekan (Security)
David osadolor   
Adewole Peter Taiwo (Follow Up)
Omisakin Adeyemi Sunday (Ushering)
Naomi Eze Chinyere (Ushering)

Yakubu Oyinloluwa Daniella (Publicity)
Obidiegwu Esther Chinelo (Choir)
Edomaruse Monday  (Technical)
Gabriel Lawrence Anuoluwapo (Publicity)

Shallom Afolabi Babarinsa (Ushering)
Faith Oyedepo (Choir)
Esther Obidiegwu Chinelo (Choir)
Jubril Elizabeth Funmilayo None 
Adedeji Yemisi Ololade (Protocol)
toluwani smefun (CCU)
Yemisi Adedeji Olalade (Protocol) 
Babarinsa Afolabi Shallom (Ushering)
Adedeji Yemisi Ololade (Protocol)
Oyedepo Faith Jesutoni (Teens Church)
Olaoluwa Olorunnisomo  (WSF)
OLUWAFISAYO OLAYOOLE DEBORAH (Hospitality)

Uwem Blessing Goodluck  
Mobolaji Akintola (Hospitality)
Akintola Mobolayi  (Hospitality)
OLUYIPE VICTORIA  
Abiola Hamzat Iyabode (CCU)
Makinde Emmanuel Oluwanifemi (Ushering)
Erekosima Susan (Gilead)
Iyabode Hamzat Abiola (CCU)

6th

7th

8th

9th
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Omowunmi Adedeji (WSF)
Winnie Peter  
Ojo Bolajoko Ayinke (Children Dept)
Nwenewor Ifeanyi 
Deborah Atika Funmilayo (Choir) 
Nwenewor Ifeanyi 
KIngsley Confidence N (Ushering)
Funmilayo Akita Deborah (Choir0
FOLASADE ONANUGA ESTHER (Gilead)
Mosunmade Adeola Funso (Children Dept)
Adesoye Adeola Elizabeth (Hospitality)
Adesoye Adeola (Hospitality)
Adesoye Adeola Elizabeth (Hospitality)

Otonaeido Nasiru Sarah 
KASEEM OYEKANMI ADESHINA (Security)
Ngozi Ebi Caroline (Sanctuary)

Mofetoluwa Aladeniyi Olamide (Publicity)
Damiposi Martins (Publicity)
James Peter Udema (Evangelism Squad)
Otumala Thomas (Security)
Komlan-Dodoh Olamide Yemi (Security)
Omolola Mrs fatukasi Oluwatosin 
Adeyeni Olamide (Choir)
Aladoniyi Olamide (Teens Church)

Ojoboman Abraham 
Ikechukwu Israel (Security0
Precious Owolabi Fiyinfoluwa (Ushering)
Uvieghara Menlie 
Ayodele Kolawole (Security)
Ayodele Kolawole (Security)
Fiyinfoluwa Owolabi (Ushering)
Tosin Owolabi CCU)
Doohwan Ruth Yango (Protocol)
Owolabi Fiyinfoluwa (Ushering)
Owalabi Fiyinfolowa Precious (Ushering)

10th

11th

12th

13th
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Kolade Oluwaseyi Gloria  
Word Gideon Ebi (Follow-Up)
Akintoye Temitope (Security)
Ehuguese Raphael (Evangelism Squad)
Amuta Precious Oluwatobi (Choir)
Oyekanmi Daniel Akorede (Teens Church)

Odrr Chimezie 
Salihu Sunday Ojo
John Gbamashi   
Oghenecaro Gbamashi John
Damiloa Omosanya Christianah (Technical)
Ojo Sunday Salihu 
Obaike Elizabeth Ogei (CCU)
Tolulope Bielonwu Ronke (Choir)
Olufunke Akintola Olaide (Hospitality)

Mufutau Grace (Technical)
Daniel Happiness (Sanctuary)
Mufutau Grace 
Akinbinu Morounkeji Adejoke (Communion Stewards)
Akinnifesi Patrick Damilola (Evangelism Squad)
Hengeveld Rose Awuri (Children Dept)
Olaniyan Olamijuwon  (Publicity)

Olomo Olamide (Technical)
Oyekanmi Victor (Publicity)
Oreofe Ogunnaike Ayomide (Ushering)
Oyekanmi Victor Elijah 9Publicity)
Ogunnaike Oreofe Ayomide (Ushering)

Usani Kasi 
Funke Oladimeji Keji (Sanctuary)
Olololad Khama (Choir)
Egbanubi Michael 

14th

15th

16th

17th

18th
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Oluwasegun Oyefesobi Isreal  
Adaramola Michael
Edeh Gabriel (Sanctuary)
Deborah Odumosu Funmilayo
Salami Abiola (Sanctuary)
Edah Gabriel (Technical)

Lawal Mazeed Oluwa Damilola 
Joseph Adekola Isaac
Ademola Temitope Ayomide (Decoration)
Ayomide Ademola Temitope (Decoration)

Taiwo Paul  
Adebowale Adeoti Ibrahim 
Vivian Akontola (Technical)
Blessing Adesokan Josephine (Ushering)
Obianke Stanley (Technical)
Omobola Akinyemi Ayoyemi (Publicity)
OMOBOLA AKINYEMI OLUBI AYOYEMI 9Hospitality)

Temitope Odumosu Rebecca 
Oguntase Femi Emmanuel (Technical)
Oyedeji Boluwatife Elizabeth
Peter Faith Oheji (CCU)
Adegboye Aderinsola Alice
Adeeko Moronke Abayomi (Sanctuary)
Ashaolu Olatunji Sunday (Pastors)
Julianah Adeyemo Adetola
Adegooye Aderinsola Alice (Teens Church)

Adebayo David OPeyemi (Publicity)
Anietie Juliet Iniobong (Choir)
Delight Rapheal Chi 
Rapheal Delight 
Detu Onwochei Adesuwa (Gilead)
Mobolaji Adewale 
Naomi Ogbodo (Hospitality)
Adebayo David Opeyemi (Teens Church)
Adebayo David Opeyemi (Sanctuary)
Gloria Odumosu Princess (CCU)

19th

20th

21th

22th

23th
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Saliu Adetayo Emmanuel 
Success Gadeka  
Isadiran Olawunmi Olufunmilayo (Technical)
Muhammed Miracle Ayomide (Technical)

Asefeso Olukayode (Publicity)
Toyosi Oyeniyi (Sanctuary)
Igwe Ifeoma Deborah (Sanctuary)
Amadu Olubukola (Sanctuary)
AKINYELE BALOGUN OLUWABUNMI (Technical)
Funmilayo Ogunbakin Esther (Ushering)

Ugo Ogechi Perpetual 
Oloni Michael Oluwaseyifunmitan (Publicity)
Uwabunkonye Faith Isioma
OLUBUSOLA ARINOLA MARGARET (Follow Up)
ADAH IYABO (Gilead)
JONAH EMMANUEL ARINZE (Security)
Peace Akaninyene Precious (CCU)
chinonso uba divine (CCU)
Omidoyin Favour Ayomikun (Teens Church)
Odebode Oluwatosin (Hospitality)

Bosede Ajila Ezekiel (Technical)
UZOMA NWAORYU ELIEZER (Technical)
Enoch Agbaje Ayanpeluwa
Adenusi Ademola (Choir)
Enoch Agbaje Ayanfeoluwa (Technical)
Muhammed Aliyah Anna (Teens Church)

24th

25th

26th

27th

Ashao Opeyemi Ademola
Ajose Mercy (Ushering)
Haruna Oyinoluwa

28th
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Chukwu Ogbonnaya
Ogbodo Naomi (Hospitality)
kekeocha John (CCU)
kekeocha John Adejoh (CCU)
Ogbodo Naomi (Hospitality)

Daniel Igbayilola Abimbola (CCU)
Oluwapemisire Adakomola
Jagboro Raphael Odafetite (Children Dept)
Odunlami Favour (Technical)
Uchechukwu Eucharia (Children Dept)
Omouleme Collins Okoh (Protocol)
Igbayilola Daniel Abimbola (CCU)
Jagboro Raphael (Ushering)
Olatunde Kehinde Mercy (Security)
Olatunde Taiwo Goodness (Security) 

29th

30th

Happy Birthday to a gem born in the month of sunshine and smiles! May

your days be as bright as the June sun and your nights as clear as the

midsummer sky. Wishing you joy that blooms like summer flowers and

moments as sweet as the season's first fruit. Enjoy your special day!

"
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SUPERNATURAL

LONGETIVITY

SUFFECIENCY

PROTECTION

PROPHETIC

TREASURES

FAVOUR

COVENANT

GATEWAY

 GIVING 



LIVING
FAITH

CHURCH
AKA WINNERS’ CHAPEL INT’L IKORODU

OKE-GBEGUN OGUNSHE ESTATE
BESIDE LASPOTECH, ALONG SHAGAMU ROAD

IKORODU LAGOS STATE

SUNDAY SERVICE: 7AM | 9AM
MID-WEEK COMMUNION SERVICE: 5:30PM (WEDNESDAY)

@winnerschapelikorodu

w w w . w i n n e r s c h a p e l i k o r o d u . o r g
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